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Let _(n, m, k) be the largest number _ # [0, 1] such that any graph on n vertices
with independence number at most m has a subgraph on k vertices with at lest
_ } ( k2) edges. Up to a constant multiplicative factor, we determine _(n, m, k) for
all n, m, k. For log nm=kn, our result gives _(n, m, m)=3(log(nm)m),
which was conjectured by Alon (Random Structures Algorithms 9 (1996), 271278).
 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
All logarithms in this paper are assumed to be in base e. Let :(G) denote
the independence number of a graph G. Erdo s [Er79] conjectured that
every graph G on n vertices with :(G)<w- nx contains a subgraph on
w- nx vertices with at least c } - n log n edges, where c>0 is a constant
independent of n. This conjecture was proved by Alon [Al96] who further
conjectured [GS95] that, for log nmn, every graph G on n vertices with
:(G)<m contains a subgraph on m vertices with at least c } m log(nm)
edges. Alon [Al96] proved his conjecture for log nmC log n and for
n=mn, where C, =>0 are any two positive constants. Alon [Al96] also
proved that if his conjecture is true, then the bound c } m log(nm) in it is
optimal up to a constant factor. In this paper, we prove Alon’s conjecture
by showing the following more general results.
Theorem 1. Let 2kn and 2mn2. Let _(n, m, k) be the largest
number _ # [0, 1] such that any graph on n vertices with :(G)m has a
subgraph on k vertices with at least _ } ( k2) edges. Then
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_(n, m, k)={
3 \min {log(enk)m , 1=+ ,
3 \min { log(enk)k log(emk) , 1=+ ,
for km,
for mk.
(_(n, m, k)=3( f (n, m, k)) means that there are two positive constants
c1 , c2>0 such that c1 f (n, m, k)_(n, m, k)c2 f (n, m, k) for all feasible
n, m, k.)
Observation 2. Let 2kn and n2mn. Let _(n, m, k) be defined
as in Theorem 1. Then
_(n, m, k)=
min[n&m, wk2x]
\k2+
.
Theorem 1 and Observation 2 quantitatively express the fact that any
graph with no dense subgraphs has a large independence number. Alon’s
conjecture indeed follows from them, since for m=k we get
_(n, m, m)=3 \min {log(enm)m , 1=+=3 \
log(nm)
m +
(if log nmn2)
or
_(n; m, m))=
min[n&m, wm2x]
\m2 +
=3 \n&mm2 +=3 \
log(nm)
m +
(if n2mn).
Both the lower and the upper bounds on _(n, m, k) are proved differently
for mk than for km. In both cases (mk and km), the lower bound
is proved by ‘‘algorithmic’’ methods and the upper bound by probabilistic
methods (using Alon’s proof in the special case m=k).
Our result is closely related to Ramsey theory. Recall that the classical
(off-diagonal) Ramsey number r(m, k) is defined as the smallest number r
such that, for any 2-coloring of edges of Kr by red and blue, there is a sub-
graph (isomorphic to) Km all of whose edges are red or a subgraph Kk all
of whose edges are blue. One can ask how the number r(m, k) changes if
in the latter case one requires only some fraction of edges in Kk to be blue.
More precisely, let n_(m, k) be the smallest number n such that, for any
2-coloring of edges of Kn by red and blue, there is a subgraph Km all of
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whose edges are red or a subgraph Kk with at least _( k2) blue edges. For
_ # [0, 1], Theorem 1 and Observation 2 show that
n_(m, k)r{K } 2
c } _m,
K } 2c } _k log(emk),
for km,
for mk.
We plan to study this question in a more general setting in a forthcoming
paper.
Our proofs give relatively good constants of proportionality in Theorem 1.
However, for the sake of simplicity, we do not try to optimize them.
Theorem 1 and Observation 2 might be also stated as results about
densities of graphs. The density of a graph G=(V, E) is the number |E|( |V |2 ),
i.e., the number of edges in G divided by the number of edges in the complete
graph on the same vertex set. The graph density satisfies the following useful
observation.
Observation 3. Let G be a graph on m vertices of density _. Then, for
any 2km, there is an (induced) subgraph of G on k vertices of density
at least _.
Proof. Standard averaging argument. K
Theorem 1 is proved in Sections 2 (the upper bound) and 3 (the lower
bound). Observation 2 has a simple proof:
Proof of Observation 2. Let mn2. The upper bound
_(n, m, k)
min[n&m, wk2x]
\k2+
can be obtained from a matching of size n&m on n vertices. To see the
lower bound
_(n, m, k)
min[n&m, wk2x]
\k2+
,
observe that any graph G on n vertices with :(G)m has at least n&m
edges. Any min[n&m, wk2x] of them have at most k vertices altogether.
The lower bound follows. K
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2. THE UPPER BOUND
2.1. The Case mk
The random graph Gn, p is defined as a random graph on n labeled
vertices obtained by picking each pair of vertices as an edge, randomly and
independently, with probability p. Set
p=
4
m&1
log(enm).
As shown in [Al96, Prop. 3.1] by a ‘‘brute-force’’ argument, if p1 then
the random graph Gn, p satisfies :(Gn, p)<m with probability bigger than 12 .
Consequently, the following lemma is the core of the proof of the upper
bound in Theorem 1 for mk:
Lemma 4. For any nmk2 such that p=4(m&1) } log(enm) is
not bigger than 1, the random graph Gn, p has a subgraph on k vertices of
density at least 8e2 log(enk)(k log(emk)) with probability smaller than 12 .
Lemma 4 gives the upper bound in Theorem 1 for mk and p=
4(m&1) } log(enm)1 (indeed, in this case Lemma 4 and Alon’s result
mentioned above it show that the graph Gn, p demonstrates the bound with
positive probability). If mk an p>1, then m<4 log(enm)+15 log(enk),
and consequently log(enk)(k log(emk))(log(enk)m)> 15 . Thus, for
mk and p>1 Theorem 1 asserts that _(n, m, k)=3(1), and the upper
bound in it is trivial in this case. It remains to prove Lemma 4.
In the proof of Lemma 4, we use the following estimate on binomial
coefficients.
Lemma 5. If nk1, then
\nk+<\
en
k +
k
.
Lemma 5 appears relatively often in the literature. We include its short
proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof of Lemma 5. We fix n and proceed by induction on k. For k=1
the lemma trivially holds. Suppose now that k>1 and that
\ nk&1+<\
en
k&1+
k&1
.
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Then
\nk+=
n&k+1
k \
n
k&1+<
n
k \
en
k&1+
k&1
=
1
e \
k
k&1+
k&1
\enk +
sk
<\enk +
k
. K
Proof of Lemma 4. Set
z=8e
2 } log(enk)
k log(emk) \
k
2+| .
We will show (also by a ‘‘brute-force’’ argument) that the graph G=Gn, p
has a subgraph on k vertices with at least z edges with probability smaller
than 12 .
There are ( nk) sets of k vertices of G. For any set V0 of k vertices of G,
there are
\\
k
2+
z +
collections (sets) of z pairs of vertices of V0 . Thus, there are at most
\nk+ \\
k
2+
z +
collections of z pairs of vertices chosen from among at most k distinct
vertices in G. Denote the set of these collections by C. G has a subgraph
on k vertices with at least z edges if and only if C contains a subset of E(G).
The lemma holds if this happens with probability smaller than 12 . Since
each member of C is a subset of E(G) with probability pz, the lemma
follows from the inequality |C| pz< 12 , which can be shown from Lemma 5
as follows:
|C| pz\nk+ \\
k
2+
z + pz
<\enk +
k \e \
k
2+
z +
z
pz
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\enk +
k \
e \k2+
8e2 } log(enk)
k log(emk) \
k
2+
}
4
m&1
log(enm)+
z
=\enk +
k
\ 12e }
k
m&1
}
log(enm)
log(enk)
} log(emk)+
z
<\enk +
k
\ 12e }
k
m2
} 1 } - emk+
z
=\enk +
k
\ kem+
z2
=ek log(enk)&(z2) log(emk)<
1
2
. K
2.2. The case km
It follows from the special case m=k in Section 2.1 (and was also
shown in [Al96]) that for any sm there is a graph G(s, m) on s vertices
with :(G(s, m))m having no subgraph on m vertices of density at least
8e2(log(esm)m). Let nkm2. Put s=nmk and t=km. For simplicity,
assume that s and t are integers (using roundings one can get the proof in a
similar way also in other cases). Set G0=G(s, m). Replace each vertex in G0
by Kt , and denote the obtained graph by G, i.e., G=(V, E), where
V=V(G0)_[1, 2, ..., t],
E={[(v1 , i1), (v2 , i2)] # \V2+ : v1=v2 or (v1 , v2) # E(G0)= .
We now prove that G gives the upper bound in Theorem 1 in case km.
Certainly, |V|=n and :(G)=:(G0)m. It remains to show that G has no
subgraph on k vertices of density at least c } (log(enk)m), which we now
show with c=8e2+1.
We say that a subgraph HG splits a vertex v # V(G0) if there are two
indices i, j # [1, 2, ..., t] with (v, i) # V(H), (v, j)  V(H). Let H be a subgraph
of G on k vertices with the maximum density (i.e., with the maximum number
of edges). If H splits two vertices v1 , v2 # V(G0), then we may find another
(induced) subgraph H$G on k vertices which splits fewer vertices of G0
than H and has density at least as big as H (H$ can be obtained from H
by replacing either some vertices (v1 , i) by some vertices (v2 , j) or some
vertices (v2 , i) by some vertices (v1 , j) in H). Repeating this procedure, we
get a subgraph of G on k vertices which splits at most one vertex of G0 and
has density at least as big as H. Therefore, we may assume that H itself
splits at most one vertex of G0 . H cannot split exactly one vertex of G0 ,
since the number of vertices in H is divisible by t. Thus, we may assume
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that H splits no vertex of G0 . By the construction of G, the density of H
is then smaller than
8e2
log(esm)
m
+
m \ t2+
\mt2 +
<8e2
log(enk)
m
+
1
m
(8e2+1)
log(enk)
m
.
3. THE LOWER BOUND
3.1. The Case mk
We now settle the most complicated case in the paper. The main idea
(contained in Lemma 7(a) below) has some similarities with the ideas of Ro dl
[Ro 86] and Thomason [Th87, Th88] leading to the currently asymptotically
best upper bounds on the Ramsey off-diagonal numbers r(k, m). These ideas
are described in a simple way in [Ne95, pp. 13481349].
For _ # [0, 1], m1, k1, we define a Ramsey-type number n_(m, k) as
the minimum number n such that any graph on n vertices with independence
number at most m has a subgraph on k vertices of density at least _. (The
density of a graph with one vertex is assumed to be 1.)
Observation 6. If n_(m, k)n, then _(n, m, k)_.
Hence, an upper bound on the function n_ gives a lower bound on the
function _. Here is the key lemma:
Lemma 7. Let _ # [0, 12] and let 12_ be an integer. Then
(a) n_(m, k)<n_(m&12_, k)+n_(m, k&12_)+12_, for m1_
and k34_,
(b) n_(12_, k)=k, for k1_,
(c) n_(m, 12_)m+18_, for m12_.
Proof. (a) Suppose for a contrary that G is a graph on n_(m&12_, k)+
n_(m, k&12_)+12_&1 vertices with :(G)m containing no subgraph on
k vertices of density at lest _. Since G has more than n_(m&12_, k) vertices,
it has m&12_12_ independent vertices. Fix any set I of 12_ independent
vertices in G. Partition the set V(G)"I into two subsets I0 and I1 containing the
vertices of V(G)"I adjacent to no vertex in I and to at lest one vertex in I,
respectively. By the pigeonhole principle, |I0 |n_(m&12_, k) or |I1 |
n_(m, k&12_). In the first case I0 contains m&12_ independent vertices
(otherwise G would have a subgraph on k vertices of density at least _),
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which form, together with the vertices of I, m independent vertices in G
a contradiction. If |I1 |n_(m, k&12_), then there is a vertex set I2 I1 ,
|I2 |=k&12_, such that the density of the subgraph of G induced by I2 is
at least _. Since
}\I2+}=
1
2_ \
1
4_
&
1
2+<
1
2_ \k&
1
2_+=
1
2_
|I2 |,
the density of the subgraph induced by the k vertices of I _ I2 is then
} \I22 +& E(G) }+|(I_I2) & E(G)|
} \I2+ }+ } \
I2
2 + }+|I_I2 |
>
_ } \I22 + }+|I2 |
1
2_
|I2 |+ } \I22 + }+
1
2_
|I2 |
=_,
which is again a contradiction. This completes the proof of (a).
(b) Let G be a graph on k1_ vertices with independence number
at most 12_. By Tura n’s theorem [Tu54], the density of G is at least
1
2_ \
2_k
2 +
\k2+
=
2_k&1
k&1
=
_k
k&1
+
_k&1
k&1
>_+0=_.
By Observation 3, G contains a subgraph on k vertices of density at least _.
(c) Let G be a graph on m+18_ vertices with :(G)m. Certainly,
G contains at least 18_ edges. The density of any subgraph of G on 12_
vertices with at least 18_ edges is at least
1
8_
\ 12_ \
1
2_
&1+<2+
>_. K
Consequence 8. If 12_ is an integer and m, k are two positive integers
divisible by 12_, then
m_(m, k)<
1
_ \
2_(m+k)
2_k +&
1
2_
.
Proof. We fix _ such that 12_ is an integer, and proceed by induction
on m+k.
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For k=12_, Consequence 8 follows from Lemma 7(c):
n_ \m, 12_+m+
1
8_
<
1
_
(2_m+1)&
1
2_
=
1
_ \
2_(m+k)
2_k +&
1
2_
.
For m=12_ and k>12_, Consequence 8 follows from Lemma 7(b):
n_ \ 12_ , k+=k<
1
_
(2_k+1)&
1
2_
=
1
_ \
2_(m+k)
2_k +&
1
2_
.
To complete the proof, it suffices to exhibit the second inductive step for
m>12_, k>12_:
n_(m, k)<n_ \m& 12_ , k++n_ \m, k&
1
2_++
1
2_
<
1
_ \2_ \m&
1
2_
+k+
2_k +& 12_+1_ \
2_ \m+k& 12_+
2_ \k& 12_+ +& 12_+ 12_
=
1
_ \\
2_(m+k)&1
2_k ++\
2_(m+k)&1
2_k&1 ++&
1
2_
=
1
_ \
2_(m+k)
2_k +&
1
2_
. K
We can now prove the lower bound in Theorem 1 for mk. We assume
mk and set
_0=
log(enk)
32k log(emk)
.
We distinguish three cases such that at least one of them must occur.
Case 1. k12_0 , _0 12 .
This is the basic and most difficult case. Set
_1=
1
2 \ 12_0
, m1=
W2_1mX
2_1
, k1=
W2_1 kX
2_1
.
Obviously,
0<_1 12 , _0_1<2_0 , mm1<2m, kk1<2k.
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From Observation 3, Consequence 8, Lemma 5, and from mk12_0 ,
we get
n_0(m, k)n_1(m1 , k1)<
1
_1 \
2_1(m1+k1)
2_1k1 +<
1
_0 \
8_0(m+k)
8_0 k +
<
1
_0 \
e(m+k)
k +
8_0k
2k \2emk +
log(enk)4 log(emk)
=2k \enk +
log(2emk)4 log(emk)
<2k \enk +
12
=(4ekn)12<n.
(The last inequality follows from
4ekn<
kn
e
} e16
kn
e
} e32k_0=
kn
e
} elog(enk)log(emk)
kn
e
}
en
k
=n2.)
From Observation 6 we now get
_(n, m, k)_0 in Case 1.
Case 2. _0> 12 .
Consequence 8 and Lemma 5 give
n12(m, k)<2 \m+kk +&1<2 \
e(m+k)
k +
k
&1<2 \2emk +
2_0 } k
&1
=2 \2emk +
log(enk)16 log(emk)
&1
=2 \enk +
log(2emk)16 log(emk)
&1<2 \enk +
18
&1<n.
Observation 6 now gives
_(n, m, k) 12 in Case 2.
Case 3. k<12_0 .
Any graph on n vertices with :(G)m has at least n&mmk edges
(we have mn2), and thus any subgraph on k vertices with wk2x edges
has density at least
\k2
k(k&1)
2
>
k
4
k2
2
=
1
2k
>_0 .
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Thus,
_(n, m, k)>_0 in Case 3.
We conclude that
_(n, m, k)min[a0 , 12] in each case.
Thus
_(n, m, k)min {_0 , 12=
1
32
min { log(enk)k log(emk) , 1= ,
which is a desired lower bound in Theorem 1 for mk.
3.2. The Case km
Let km. We first suppose that kne3. We may assume that k4 (the
case k3 is trivial). For a contrary, suppose that G is a graph on n vertices
with :(G)m such that the density of any subgraph on k vertices is smaller than
_= 14 min[(log(enk)m), 1]=min[(log(enk)4m),
1
4]. By Observation 3,
every subgraph of G on at least k vertices has density smaller than _.
We now find m+1 independent vertices v1 , ..., vm+1 , which gives a contra-
diction to :(G)m. We start with the graph G, and proceed inductively in
m+1 steps S1 , ..., Sm+1 so that in step Si we choose a vertex vi of minimum
degree in the current graph and remove it and all its neighbors from the
graph. Let Vi be the set of vertices which remain after step Si . Thus, if V0
denotes the vertex set of G, then Vi=Vi&1"([vi] _ Ni&1(vi)), where vi is a
vertex of minimum degree in the subgraph Gi&1 of G induced by Vi&1 and
Ni&1(vi) is the set of its neighbors in Gi&1 . Certainly, the vertices v1 , ...,
vm+1 are independent. To prove the correctness of the argument, it suffices
to show that |Vi |>0 for i=1, ..., m.
Let i # [1, ..., m]. If |Vi&1 |k, then the density of G i&1 is smaller than
_, and therefore the degree of vi in Gi&1 is smaller than _( |Vi&1 |&1).
From this we get
|Vi |>|Vi&1 |&1&_( |Vi&1 |&1)>(1&2_) |Vi&1 |,
provided |Vi&1 |k (since _ |Vi&1 |1 follows from |Vi&1 |k, _=
min[(log(enk)4m), 14], k4, and from our supposition k(ne
3)).
Further, we get
|Vi |>(1&2_) i |V0 |,
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provided |Vi&1 |k. Since the function f (t)=1&2t&e&3t is concave and
its values in t=0 and t= 14 are non-negative, we have f (_)0, thus
1&2_e&3_.
Thus,
|Vi |>(1&2_) i |V0 |(1&2_)m |V0 |(e&3_)m ne&3 log(enk)4n34n14
\enk +
&34
n34(e3k)14=k,
provided |Vi&1 |k. From this and from |V0 |=nk, we get by induction
on i that
|V1 ||V2 | } } } |Vm |k>0,
which completes the argument for kne3.
If k>ne3 (and mn2) then, by Tura n’s theorem [Tu54], any graph G
on n vertices with :(G)m had density at least
n \ nm&1+<2
\n2+
>
n
n
2m<2
n2
2
=
1
2m
>
log(enk)
8m
,
and the lower bound in Theorem 1 follows from Observation 3.
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